
The Saltire Leaders Cohort

Join a cohort of up to 12 leaders, to envision a new
future and reflect on your role as a purposeful leader.

The organic nature of this catalyst has never been so
sought-after or timely. It will give you the tools and
road-map you need to become a more self-aware,
conscious leader, who is able to adapt your leadership
approach to the changing world we live in. Challenge
and be challenged within a group of trusted peers
whilst increasing your own personal ‘leadership
capital’ at a time in which your impact as a leader is
more important than ever.

atalystC Programmes

Saltire Leaders

Online Format

The Saltire Leaders Catalyst has been designed in an
online and virtual format where you will learn the
fundamental concepts, methods, and tools of
Conscious Leadership. Understand the new
requirements for effective leadership in the age of
Conscious Capitalism and the path to authentic
leadership.

June 2021 -  March 2022 
(Babson Content: Jun 8 – Jun 29, 2021)

 

Conscious
Leadership

Our Blended Approach with Babson...

The programme will begin with the global context of Babson
College webinars led by Professor Raj Sisodia, before
Executive coaches facilitate further discussion and insight to
draw out the Saltire Leaders

Who Should Attend

This 9-month programme is
designed for inspirational directors
and senior management with a
minimum of 3 years senior
management experience.

Professor Sisodia is a founder and leader of the global
Conscious Capitalism movement, author of numerous books
on the topic including *The Healing Organization: Awakening
the Conscience of Business to Help Save the World.

*Chris  West,
 Chief Executive Officer
 Optimus Aberdeen Ltd

* Helena Murphy, 
  Managing Director 
  Raising Partners



Join the Saltire Leaders Community 
Receive 33 hours of structured
learning (18 in first month) 
Be coached through a personal
leadership diagnostic focusing on
Leadership, Resources & Team
Receive and develop Learning Plan 
Work with your peers to deconstruct
the Babson learning and apply it to
your own context and business
Embed the learning through self-
guided exercises designed to
accelerate learning impact

Understand the new requirements for effective leadership in
the age of Conscious Capitalism 
Identify areas to develop to become a self-aware, conscious
leader 
Essential skills & characteristics of conscious leaders 
Create a blueprint for your personal leadership journey

Develop your connections
Develop your mindset
Develop your ability to deliver
impact
Be inspired and inspire others

Programme Overview 
Led by Prof. Raj Sisodia and ES Coaches 

*Programme lead 
*Professor Raj Sisodia

*2019 Saltire Leaders Cohort



Entrepreneurial Scotland and
Babson College have collaborated
for over 20 years and facilitated the
Saltire Fellowship in partnership
from 2009-2018.

Access to the calibre of world class
Saltire Fellowship experiences was
expanded in early 2019 with the
introduction of the Saltire Leaders
Programme.

ES and Babson have since continued to
produce, iterate and develop these
programmes in online and in-person
formats to meet the needs of those who
lead entrepreneurially.

Collectively the Saltire Programmes are
now in their 11th consecutive year and boast
an alumni of over 380+ active business
leaders across the globe.

Conscious Leadership is one of a suite of
Catalyst programmes all designed around a
core theme. The other catalysts are;
'Innovation and Growth', 'Resilient
Leadership' & 'Navitgating Volatility &
Uncertainty'

Babson College was recently
named the No. 1 college for
entrepreneurship for the 24th
consecutive time by U.S. News
& World Report.

*Sandy Kennedy
 CEO
 Entrepreneurial Scotland

*Senior Babson Lecturer
 Professor Leslie Charm

To find out more about our Saltire Leaders Programmes
please contact Andy MacNicol, Business Engagement Manager at
andy.macnicol@entrepreneurialscotland.com

Our leadership programmes are designed
for those who want to be effective at
leading growth and change. We blend
diagnostics, world class teaching, peer to
peer learning, with direct support from
those who have been there and done it.

Saltire Leaders Programme
 Entrepreneurial Scotland Foundation

In Partnership with Babson College
£2,950 per participant

Further Background:
The Entrepreneurial Scotland and
Babson College Partnership



Free enterprise capitalism is the most powerful system
for social cooperation and human progress ever
conceived and it is one of he most compelling ideas we
humans have ever had. But we can aspire to even more...

Conscious businesses have trusting, authentic, innovative
and caring cultures that make working there a source of
both personal growth and professional fulfillment. They
endeavor to create financial, intellectual, social, cultural,
emotional, spiritual, physical and ecological wealth for all
their stakeholders.

Further Background:
Conscious Leadership and the
'Conscious Capitalism' movement

*Mark Kemp, Managing Director,
*FortyTwo Studio and Founding
*Community Leader of
*Conscious Leaders Scotland

Conscious leadership is a way of thinking about capitalism and
business that better reflects where we are in the human
journey, the state of our world today, and the innate potential of
business to make a positive impact on the world.

Thought leaders galvanized by greater purposes that serve,
align, and integrate the interests of all their major stakeholders. 
Their higher state of consciousness makes visible to them the
inter dependencies that exist across all stakeholders, allowing
them to discover and harvest synergies from situations that
otherwise seem replete with trade-offs. These conscious leaders
are driven by service to the company’s purpose, all the people
the business touches, and the planet we all share together. 

Conscious Capitalism, Inc. is a global community of business leaders dedicated
to elevating humanity through business. Business leaders within the network
are committed to demonstrating what it means to have a purpose beyond
profit, cultivating their conscious leadership and culture throughout their
business’s entire ecosystem - Focusing on long-termism by prioritizing
stakeholder orientation instead of shareholder primacy.

Entrepreneurial Scotland's 2020 'Conscious
Leadership' cohort, which launched in early
2020, recently founded the Scottish Chapter
of Conscious Capitalism Inc.

*Jules Lancastle,
 Programme Facilitator
 Head of Exec Education for ES


